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IN THE NAME OF ALLAH
THE MOST BENEFICIENT, THE MOST MERCIFUL

"THE U.S. AND ISRAEL
ARE THE FIRST ENEMIES OF ISLAM"

IMAM KHOMEINI

For the people who have felt deeply the crimes and
tyranny of Zionism and its racist regime, to speak of
oppression of the usurpers of the beloved Oods , reminds
us of the numerous wounds they have inflicted on the
Palestinian people.

This reminder is an impetus which strengthenn the
Muslim nations' will for unity and Jihad in the way of
liberating the land of the prophets of GOD, the real
owners of which have - been wandering around the world.

It is doubly necessary to recall these peoples dep-
rivations at the present time when some of the heads
of the Arab and so-called Muslim governments have
completely forgotten these crimes and utter words ind-
icating intention to recognize Israel.

The wave of oppression and crime which began with
the intervention of imperialism in the region and has
continued through the present, has not concerned tha
heads of the U ins tailed reactionary regimes. this
despite the way it has made destitute the homeless Pal-
estinian widows and children existing in misery and
hardship. Today, if some one is to eradicate the root
of this symbols of corrupt ion ( i . e . Zionism) from the
heart of the Islamic lands, it will be the hundreds of
millions of oppressed Muslim of the region and the
Islamic countries who can realize this task. Those who
rely on GOD and consider the U.S. as their number one
enemy and never, in this holy Jihad, attach their hea-
rts to any power other than faith in ALLAH.



Today, the role of the O.S., in the survival ofthe racist regime occupying the land of GOD’s prophets
has been clearly understood. The Muslim people of the
region have realized the fact that those who hav
ned hands with their American
against Israel.

masters will nev
joi-
act

We, on the basis of our Islamic commitment to theMuslim ummah have presented a part of the documents
found in the ''U.S. spy den". They show the unity and
harmony existing between criminal U.S. imperialism
and the occupiers of Qods in plundering and massacring
the Muslims by means of their hellish military and
espionage systems.

In this collection too, following book no. 11, wehave gathered the rest of the first documents of that
book, concerning the organization of the system of
MOSSAD, coupled with pieces of documents from the CIAwhich indicative of the close cooperation of these two
Satanic systems. The documents which attest to the
agreement of these two devilish systems in conspiracy
against the Islamic Revolution in Iran and its growth
and movement in the region.

The criminal organization of the CIA, with all its
satanic levers under the guise of diplomatic posts, is
a valuable information of the so-called security syst-
ems of Israel. Of course, it would cause surprise if
this was not so. This little racst copulation (of Isr-
ael) could never push the world of * Islam towards
weekness, in the way it does without the help of world-
devouring U.S. imperialism. However, as wee in document
no. 2, the regimes united with the world -devouring U.S.
are apparently immune to the evil of the CIA and MOSSAD
except for those cases where a pre-arranged accident is
concerned .

.

Who can really rely on unity with these dependent
regimes in this holy Jihah against the criminal Zionism?
They will never fire a bullet at Israel. The death ofIsrael will entai-l their own demise. Thet are just



other symbols of atheism and hypocrisy.

In the third document you will see examples of the
news and information that are placed at the disposal
of MOSSAD by the CIA. From the background of this news
it can easily be ascertained that they are an intrudu-
ction to schemes and plots against the anti-Israel
Muslim regimes of the Mid-east region and the glorious
Islamic Revolution. Today the question regarding what
incentive has made the news of Kordestan popular with
the U.S. and Israel as they, the constantly analyze
this issue, is ciear. The source of this news are to be
found among the third elements of that defunct triangle
of: CIA-MOSSAD-SAVAK.

The fourth documentijCtoo-j -shows another aspect of
this coordinated Attempt. Of course today the Muslim
people have identif ied theface of all thise involed
in the Kurdestan issue, these are the ones who kept the
deprived people of Kurdestan further deprived at the
order of_their American and Israeli masters. Having
been frustrated there in Kurdestan, owing to the effo-
rts of the heroic gurds and valiant soldiers and other
popular of the Revolution, they took revenge for the
U.S. against the Hezbullahi Ummah in their dreams and
in every street and passage of this land of revolution
and freedom. But they were ignorant of the fact that
these people have already been inspired with a divine
spirit and will never allow the agents of the criminal
U.S. and occupier Israel to grow in this Islamic land.

The fifth document, shreded by thfe CIA agents in
Tehran, which was put together as a result of the
efforts of our sisters and brothers , shows the coopera-
tion of this satanic organization in employing mercen-
ary spies for plotting against the Islamic Revolution
in Iran, this is another fact proving that the agents
of the U.S. should not be regarded as different from
those of Israel.

The sixth and seventh documents are another part
of this intelligence cooperative at the heart of which
lies the initiatives of superpowers' bloody plots
against ^the Muslim people.

i



The eighth document is also from the documents shre-
ded by the CIA spies in Tehran which have been pieced
together. In this document the exchange of views between
the criminal U.S. and occupying Israel against our
Muslim people is obvious.

These are only a small part of the documents that
remained in the espionage house of the great satan in
Tehran. The spies did not manage to destroy all of them.
Surely there existed more proofs of these relations
among the documents destroyed by the spies before the
takeover of the U.S. spy den. Undoubtedly those docurae-
ts would have shed further light on tyile treacherous
conspiracies of the murderous U.S., the enemy of
humanity and mankind, and the racist regime of Israel.
However what we salvaged clearly protrays this sinister
unity for the deprived and oppressed Muslims of the
world. Already they bear innumerable wounds on t.heir
injured bodies inflicted by American and Israeli arms.
They have sacrificed many of their beloved ones and
relatives in the way of this holy battle. The Muslims
will never forget that tyranny and cruelty, in spite of
the U.S. dependent heads of the reactionary Arabs
regimes extending the hand of friendship toward the
occupiers of pods.

In this collection, besides the documents discovered
in the U.S. spy den, a number of documents belonging
to the former so-called embassy of the criminal Israel
in Tehran are presented to the martyrdom-loving Ummah
and the oppressed people of the world. These documents
were placed at the disposal of the Muslim students
following the Imam's line by some brothers of Revol-
utionary committees after the takeover of the U.S. spy
den

.

These documents which contain the negotiations of
the Shah's generals with the bloody braes hats of the
Zionist regime, show the incredible intimacy between
the U.S .-installed shah's regime with the most murderous
stooge of imperialism in the region, namely, the regime
occupying pods. They delineat how the two regimes
prepared and promoted arms supplies for the repression
of the Muslim Revolutionaries in Tran and occupied



Palestine.

Bat th. Islamic movement in Iran, foiled sil th.se

plots and sent th. shah-. merciless regime to

spite of all the supports of the superpowers, particul

arly from the world-devouring U.S.

This movement called upon the truth-seeker. of th.

world to cone to the luminous path of the pious, fro

the darkness of t>he dominance of evil.

The light which has emerged in the hearts of the

deprived and oppressed people of the

the Islamic Revolution in Iran, will kindle a fir.

which will burn away th. criminal U.S. This conflagra

tion will also consum. its pupp.ts in the regl ,

Including Israel and other regime, allied with the U.S.

imperialism, especially th. Ba'athi.t regime of Iraq.

The Islamic Revolution, under the leadership of the

hope of the oppressed, th. beloved Imam Khomeini, ha.

opened th. way and will proceed. This way of

enthusiasm and martyrdom calls for self-sacrificing

believer, who have chosen th. other world's Prosper lty

as their aim and have seised ALLAH s rope and

their weapons at the heart of world arrogance in the

rmglon.

we are ready, for th. liberation of Qods from

thing which has stained its chastity with polytheism

and infidelity. Hay the liberation of Qods be a prelude

£«£“££•-» of the savior of humanity, th. promised

"ABDI’A^i'peace be upon the pious servant, of ALLAH.

THE MUSLIM STUDEMTS FOLLOWING THE IMAM’S LINE
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July 18, 1977

MINUTES FROM MEETING HELD IN Ta-AVIV BETWEEN H.E. GENERAL M. DAYAN,
FOREIGN MINISTER OF ISRAEL AND N.E. GENERAL H. TOUFANIAN, VICE MINISTER

OF WAR, IMPERIAL GOVERNMENT OF IRAN

General Dayan welcomed the Guest and expressed his wish that the

General convey to His Imperial Majesty, General Dayan's gratitude for

the time His Imperial Majesty spared during their most Interesting

discussion they had during General Dayan's recent visit to Teheran.

General Dayan remarked that he was deeply Impressed with His Imperial

Majesty's wisdom and insight In world affatrs and was grateful for the

thomggh global tour d'horlron which His Imperial Majesty was kind

enough to spare.

General Dayan continued to note that this was the best lecture In

International affairs which he has heard In years. Indicating that this

does not exclude similar exposds he had occasion to listen to by American

and other world leaders.

General Toufanlan responded by remarking that, as Staff Officer to

His Imperial Majesty, he Is familiar with His Imperial Majesty's views

and global concepts which from time to time he tries to convey to

Americans. Unftrtunately, Twwever, he has to say that he finds Americans'

mentioning. Senators In particular, unfamiliar In geography and Ignorant

In world affairs.

General Toufanlan continued to say that His Imperial Majesty was

rather apprehensive concerning the pol Icles and objectives of the new

Adnlnlstratlon In Israel, and that he (General Toufanlan) is under

Instruction to exchange views with General Dayan on this subject.

General Toufanlan reaiarked that there are very few countries In

the Immediate region on which one can rely, mentioning In particular

the present situation In Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iraq and Turkey.

General Toufanlan stated that Iran Is very Interested In mutual

reliance with Israel, and continued to say that It Is In the Interest

of Iran that Israel Internationally project Its desire for peace and not

for war.
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General Dayan responded by stating that Israal wants peact, however,

without any preconditions and without any bet's or if's.

General Dayan stated that Israel Is seeking a negotiated peace,

beneficial to all parties concerned. General Dayan continued to say that

he cannot promise that peace will Indeed be reached, but that It Is the

Intention of the present Government of Israel to exhaust all reasonable

venues to that end. General Dayan continued to state that all points are

open to negotiations, and that Israel Is prepared to sit down with her

Arab neighbours without any preconditions. General Dayan emphasized,

however, that Israel will not negotiate with the P.L.O. and will not agree

to a P.L.O. State being established. In this connection. General Bayan

further remarked that His Imperial Majesty Himself Is aware of the danger

which the P.L.O. and other Palestinian terrorist organizations constitute

to any peace arrangement In the Middle East, and rendered His advice

that negotiations should be launched with neighbouring states but not with

terrorist organizations.

General Dayan reiterated at this point that by next week It will be

clear to the world that Israel Is seek1ng*peaceful solution to Its problems

with her neighbours and that It Is prepared to negotiate on all points.

General Dayan emphasized that Israel Is not seeking to gain time;

under false pretences. Indeed, Israel Is endeavouring to reach a peaceful

solution and even If this will be unobtainable In toto Israel would even

be willing to agree to anything close to that, should the Arabs be reluctant

tc go the whole way.

General Toufanlan remarked that It Is his feeling that this Is exactly

the policy which His Imperial Majesty Is advocating. The General continued

to say that once His Imperial Majesty will be reassured that this Is the

policy pursued by the present Israel Government, he will order the General

to go ahead full speed with our mutual projects, and that cooperation between

the two countries would be further developed and deepened.

At this point. General Dayan mentioned the fact that he proposed to

His Imperial Majesty that he come to Iran for another meeting with His

Imperial Majesty within a short period of time In order to brief His

Imperial Majesty on the developments as those will arise out of Prime

Minister Bogin's meetings In Washington and Secretary Vance's envisaged

tour of the Middle East which Is to follow.
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General Dayan remarked that he Mould not have proposed such a meeting

were he not convinced that he will be the bearer of good newt to His

Imperial Majesty. General Dayan added that It la In his Interest that Hit

Imperial Majesty should know what tha Arabs are saying, what ha (General

Dayan) Is saying, and what the Americans are saying so that he will perhaps

be the most well Informed person concerning developments In the Middle East.

General Dayan continued to say that wa are fortunate In having a

friend In the person of His Imperial Majesty, we rely on Him, and we shall wltr

hold no Information from Him.

General Toufanlan expressed his gratitude for General Dayan.stating that

after having heard General Dayan's words ha Is authorized to say that with

the policy of the Government of Israel as described. It will be possible not

only to continue but to considerably extend cooperation between the two

countries.

General Dayan asked General Toufanlan about his plans concerning the

‘Sal gad" Mortar project. General Dayan added that he knows Mr. Zablodowltz

personally and has very high regard for his ability. Integrity and the

technical capabilities of his organization.

General Toufanlan responded by saying that this Is Indeed a project

In which His Imperial Majesty Is Interested. The General added that during

Zablodowltz's recent visit to Teheran, progress has been made concerning the

envisaged Mortar factory and that a contract covering this project Is to

be signed within three months.

The General added that following his discussions with Mr. Zablodowltz,

be has conveyed to His Imperial Majesty Zablodowltz's proposal that an

Irani team make a thorough assessment concerning the ISSmm. gun. According

t> the proposal, this team should go to Israel, Germany and Sweden In order

to study the progress made on this gun and report to His Imperial Majesty.

The General added that he is well aware of the fact the 155ran. gun In Israel

It by far advanced and that the German and Swedish guns are not yet In

production and will possibly also be Inferior to the Israeli gun, the

latter gun will be chosen.

The General mentioned here the contract with the British concerning

the production of this gun within a gun factory complex to be built by

them, adding that even If the production of the 155mm. will remain within

the British complex, the Israeli gun will be manufactured there under licenses
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The GtMral also mentioned the feet that this project It to be done

through Zablodowiti't Flnlth organization, end General Dayan responded that

this It perfectly all right from hit point of view.

General Toufanlan mentioned that he hat the approval of Hit Imperial

Majesty to Zablodowltz't proposal and consequently Intends to tend the

proposed team to Israel and to the other countries at as early a data at

possible.

General Dayan responded by saying that the team util be most welcome.

General Toufanlan said that he has had today discussions with General

IMtzman. These discussions were both of a political and a technical nature,

the General added that following the elections In Israel and the advent of

the new Administration, he received Instructions from His Imperial Majesty to

"go slow* on the secret projects. (At this point General Dayan Interpreted

by saying that His Imperial Majesty told him that he ordered the stoppage of

work on these projects). General Toufanlan continued to say that after what

he has heard today both from General Dayan and General Mtlraan, he feels

confident that all will be well.

The General added by saying that he understands well the statements of

General Dayan. Israel seeks to prove to the world that your policy Is for

peace ana not for war. If this policy of Israel will be successful, elt will

be ifeaced.but If not. It will not be Israel's fault.

General Dayan reiterated that Israel will seek poace with Egypt, Jordan

and Syria and that every problem Is negotiable with the exception of P.1.0,

and a Palestinian State.

General Toufanlan remarked that effort should be made to save Sadat and

Hussein. The General added that he would like the work or. projects to be

continued and General Dayan remarked that he felt that this would also be

the wish of His Imperial Majesty, adding that In any ease, the work on

these projects Is by nature slow.

General Dayan raised the problem of the adjustment of the credit terms

of the oil barter deal to the 120 days of credit given to the 17 million tons

of oil pdrehased by the "Transaslatlc" during the current fiscal year.
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Gener*1 Toufanian responded by saying that he Mould advise that the
credit tents for the barter deal be left at they are because of
International Implications which may arise If they are changed.

The General added that he will find other ways to deal with this
problem, and that he will do so on his return to Teheran.

Generalf Toufanian raised the problcii of the'Flower" telling General
Dayan of General Wellman's decision on a reassessment of this project.
General Toufanian expressed his agreement to this proposal, Informing
General Dayan of his views that this project Is Indeed a most ambitious
one from a technological point of view, mentioning the problems which the
"Harpoon" missile Is still facing.

General Dayan responded by saying that he personally looked Into this
project and entirely concurred with General Heilman's decision. He added that
he thought that the decision to freeze the project for the time being will
enable a thorough reassessment to take place and this may result In a
proposal for different characteristics to be agreed upon for the envisaged
missile.

General Toufanian renarkod that this Is agreeable to him on the condltlom -
that anything which will be decided upon Jointly will have the approval of
both parties and that the project will be a Joint one.

General Dayan raised the problem of the Americans' sensitivity to the
Introduction of the kind of missiles envisaged In the Joint project. He
added that the ground-to-ground missile which is part of the Joint project
can be regarded also as a missile with a nuclear head, because with a head -

of 750 kg. , It can be a double purpose one.

General Dayan remarked that at some stage, this problem will have to be
raised with the tori cans and that he Intends to raise the subject with His
Imperial Majesty during their next meeting.
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Having returned hone I would like to express *y thanks for your

hospitality.

Meeting you and discussing the various subjects with you was a

pleasant and interesting experience.

I an sure that ties of friendship between our nations and navies

have gained frcu this opportunity.

May I assure you of *y deepest esteen and wish you personally

and to your country all the best.

Sincerely yours.

M. Barkai, RADM

Conmander I.D.F. Navy
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Ref. 372

H.E. General H. Toufanian,
Vice Minister of War for Armament,
Purchase and Procurement Dept.,
SALTANATABAD.

SUBJECT: Minutes of final discussion between
Admiral Habibollahi anTTJR.Adm. Barkai -

Commander, I.D.F. Navy.

Your Excellency,

I take pleasure in enclosing herein the minutes of the final

discussions between Admiral Habibollahi and R.Adm. Barkai.

This visit proved to be useful and successful to both sides

as Your Excellency will read in this report.

Admiral Habibollahi will visit our country within a jfew

months and we are continuing to work on these subjects.

I would be most grateful to Your Excellency for your comments
particularly concerning Groups £ 5 B, and kindly advise me whom I

should contact to continue the staffwork regarding these subjects.

I remain Your Excellency, with deep respect

Yours Sincerely,

I. SEGEV I Brig. Genera



MINUTES OF FINAL DISCUSSION BIlTK'IlliN ADM. HAB1 BE LAH1 AND R. ADM. BAP.KA1

R. Adm. Barkai mentioned a series of subjects that he found could be

taken up in the future for cooperation between tlie two navies and / or

between the 1,1. Navy and the Israeli industries.

R. AJm. Barkai divided the subjects into four groups.

Group A - Subjects existing in the Israel Navy 't hat may be of interest

to the’ 1,1. Navy which R. Adm. Bhrkai offered to open for inspection

and send any required information as a courtesy of the Israel Navy.

1. Range tables for 76mm. gun.

2. History of faults and maintenance of 76nun gun.

3. Information about faults and maintenance nf MTU engines.

4. Inspection of Israel Navy Officers School and methods employed

by Israel Navy to train officers,

5. Upon arrival of I. I. Navy submarines the Israel Navy could send

a limited number of instructors to inspect I. I. Navy drills and.

procedures for safety and tactical operation.

6. Inspection of missile boats fitted with V.D.S. Sonar.

7. Inspection of the 3rtnm AMSD gun that is being developed in the

Israel Navy.

Group E - This group of subjects includes a list of equipment that has

already been developed by the Israel Navy and is currently being

fitted into our ships.

These subjects could be inspected by I. I. Navy specialists and

eventually, after due staff work, be purchased from our industry as

the cooperation between the two navies develops, on subjects of mutual

interest.

1. 3t*0° Thermal Radar for use in Ships and Airplanes.

2, Digital equipment for rapid relaying of tactical information

from airplanes to ships and -for over the horizon target desig-

nation for Harpoon missiles (compatible with Link 11, with U.S.N.

N.T.D.S. and with Israel Navy N.T.D.S. for small missile boats).

Lightweight N.T.D.S. for small missile boats.

4, Conversion of existing airplanes in the 1.1. Navy into Maritime

Control airplanes, using the concept of the Israel Navy (could be

acctMiipl ished by Israel Aircraft Industries).



Crou^ - This group of subjects includes ite*s that are in various stages
of R 5 D.

R. Adni. Bnrkai strongly emphasized the importance he attaches to this

equipment and tlte cost effectiveness of transforming these projects

into joint projects. Cooperation in these subjects would enhance the

existing ties between the two navies.

1. A now third generation E.W. suit for ships to become operational

by 1982-3.

Tho suit would be fully integrated and fully computerized.

2. An acoustic seif defense system for submarines that would include

the capability to jam and deceive enemy sonars, to jam and deceive

enemy torpedoes and to release .anti-torpedo decoys.

3. A pulse dopier radar tKat wouli be capable of missile detection at

great ranges (above 20km). This radar would be fully compatible

with the existing and future E.W. suits and would enable the ships

to react early.

4. The development of an anti-missile missile that would serve as a

second generation AMSD weapon for the defense of ships against

missile threat.
5. Enhancing the Flower project to enable it to be launched frcmi

submarines.

The l&mel N-»vy expresses its interest to make an operational

evaluation of the 40mm proximity fuse that is in use with the

I. I. Navy. The results of the tests would be made available to

both navies.

The 1.1. Navy could, if it so wishes, send specialists to take

part in the evaluation tests.

The Israel Navy expressed its interest to receive publications

concerning the conduct of SSK (exercises between two submerged

submarines).

Group D

1 .

Wlicn concluding the discussion R. Adm. Bnrkai suggested that u group

of 1.1. Navy officers would come to Israel in order to study the different

subjects that have been discussed and that are mentioned above and to be

able to submit a thorough report.
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ISRAEL AIRCRAFT INDUSTRIES LTD.

BEN GURION International Airport, ISRAEL

Cables: Israelavia Telex: Isravia 31t14, Teleohone: 97 31 11
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LWF-4 Investigation Stage Objectives & Program

. INTRODUCTION

1.1 A program for the development of a combat aircraft which will be

designed to serve in the high-technology environment of the 1980's
and 1990's is a multi-year activity. In order to assure that the

end-result will satisfy the needs of the operator and will do so
with the minimum practical expenditure, the first stage must contain
a detailed study of the existing and forecasted operational require-
ments; the technologies which are presently available and applicable
and the predictable development and the service life of the aircraft

At the end of the investigative stage, the operational requirements
will have so been delineated that the technical specifications of
the aircraft will be prepared and the development program defined.

1.2 The proposed first (investigative) stage for the LWF-4 program is

predicted to require 12 to 18 months and its estimated cost is

$. 25,000,000 (twenty five million U.S. dollars).

1.3 The proposed first-stage effort forms an Integral part of a total
program which will develop and produce a combat aircraft capable

of competing with any plane it will meet during its projected

service life. However, its is so structured that should the parties
involved elect to terminate the program at the end of this stage,

the findings of the investigators and the results of the study will

provide useful data for future use by the parties.

. TASK STATEMENT

2.1 The first stage shall determine the best

and organization. It shall identify the

a plan for eliminating them.

program management structu
development risks and pres
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2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5
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uleA?,r the remainder of the program shall be prepared

^hedu1e shaH Include milestones and procedures for assuring
that they are met. It shall also provide for evaluation of the
program at each milestone.

The operational requirements of the aircraft shall be defined.

The perfonaance specifications for the aircraft and its systems
shall be developed to meet the operational goals as defined. Areasinvolving trade-offs or performance penalties shall be identified.

?J
d altarnative program plans shall be delineated

identified
15 °f th* trade ‘offs and performance penalties previously

2.6 Budget estimates shall be created and substantiated. They shall be
presented on a per-fiscal -year basis and on a program stage (pre-
production, qualificatio, production, etc.) basis.

P

2.7 At the end of the proposed first stage, a firm estimate of the unit
fly away cost of the production aircraft shall be available.

2.8 During the proposed first stage, main sub-contractors shall
fled and preliminary contacts shall have taken place

be identi

2.9 A summary of the basic technologies and know-how which will be requi-
red to complete the program shallbe compiled and a plan for acquirinq
and/or developing them shall be prepared.

9

2.10 Estimates of man power, skills and tools which will be required at
each party's facilities for development and for production shall be
completed and plans for recruiting and training shall be developed.

t. SUMMARY

3.1 In accordance with predetermined milestones, the result of all of the
above tasks shall be presented in reports and documents. This will
enable all parties to evaluate the program and to rationally decide
on the advisability of continuig.

Should a negative decision be made at the end of the investigative
phase, the information gained by each partywill at a minimum be worth
the amounts expended.
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MEETING

Minister o£ Defense, Gen, E. Welzmann, and

Gen. Tufanian, of Iran.

Ministry of Defense, Tel-Aviv
Monday, July 18, 1977, 3 p.m.

Also Present: Mr. Uri Lubrani

Dr. Suzman, Director-General

Mr. A. Ben-Yosef

Col. Elan Tehila

GEN. TUFANIAN: Congratulations to you on your nctr position.

GEN. WEIZMANN: Thank you, ray friend. It is now 7 years

since I left the Government as Minister of Tronportation and almost

8 years that I left the Array. And I must confess that basically

nothing has changed much. Only the zeros after the figures. Instead

of millions, it is billions; ail the zeros in the big figures of

the budgets. That's about the only thing that has changed. Some

people got a little bit balder.

GEN. TUFANIAN: Thap’s life.

GEN. WEIZMANN: But I hope you didn't get too much of a

shock when you heard we kicked the other government out of office.

GEN. TUFANIAN: In principle, some of thenew government

we knew. I know you for many years; I know Dayan for many years.

So I think what we really need in thi3 area is peace and stability.

GEN. WEIZMANN: You see, I think that there is more of

a chance with a government like ours, with all due respects to

the old government, because we know what we want and you don't

i

1



have every minister having his own opinion. With all cue respects
to my friend, in the other party, each and every minister in the
old government had his opinion.

GEN. TOFANIAN: I„ Iran also we believe in the unity of
command. And we think that a snake with seven heads never goes
into his pit. And so we need unity. That is the reason that
we all are after His Majesty. And we implement his orders, with
full support and full strength, because we think that he believe. .

in his country and wants for his people a better life, better
civilization. And we cannot have civilization without a good
economy and „e cannot have a good economy without security and
stability in the co.mtry. That is the reason we think we have
to develop deterrent forces In tha area, to keep security and
stability In the country. And we are doing it. In the region,
unfortunately It Is very difficult. Pakistan is our neighbor,
Afghanistan is our neighbor; Iraqis one of our neighbors; Turkey
la one of our neighbors

.

GEN. WEIZMANN ; And Russia.

GEN. TUFAHIAN: Russia. So we have really first of all
to depend on ourselves. Experience has showed us we cannot de-
Pond on other people. We have to depend upon ourselves.

And we think - that is His Majesty 1
* message - to talk

•specially with you and to tell you that you here, we in Iran.
two defense. fortresses, and we can cooperate together.

°f course we have to prove to the world - you have to prove to
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the world/you want peace, that you arenot after war. Then our

political situation will permit ua to expand our cooperation.

This afternoon I got a newspaper and started reading the results

of Mr. Begin’ s visit in Hew York today. It appears to me that

you are after peace.

GEN. WEIZMANN: Of course.

GEN. TUFANIAN : In principle. His Majesty believes that

you have to keep the door of negotiations open, and it is better

that you discuss all subjects and negotiate.

GEN. WEIZMANN I I would love very much to see Hie Majesty

again. I haven't seen him for 11 years. I remember the last

time I saw him was in March 1966. And to try to prove to him

that the last thing we want and the last thing we need is war.

You must remember that Egypt. Jordan. Syria, all around us. they posse

now over 5.000 tanks and over 1300 fighting airplanes. Iraq can

move in, 48 hours with quite a force. Saudi Arabia is buying a

lot of arms. Libya is an arsenal of weapons. And I don't want

to go into high strategy but you only have to look at the map and

see what happens to a snail country like ours if we go all the

way back to the old borders without real security.

But I think that Hr. Begin —first of ail I am sure, I

know him very well, that he is a wise man. He definitely doesn't

need and doesn't vantwr. And I think it will be very Interesting

to see tomorrow night the first impression of the first meeting

between him and President Carter.
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I believe Chat one of Che atrengtha of larael Co deter la

to be economically Independent aa much aa possible. IC Is not

enough to have F-15s and F-4s and a lot of tanks and lots of weapons.

We have a big arsenal; weapons-wlse we have quite a big force.

But first of all to be economically sound. That la why you see

we are taking some very drastic measures now. I am cutthg the

budget for defense by about $140 million, which for us Is a lot of

money, much to the horror of my friend, the Director-General, and

the Chief of Staff. We are trying to put the economy oh a much

better footing. The other thing la to strengthen the defenseof

our country by being industrially Independent as far as possible.

You are familiar with our industry, probably In many respects

now even more than I ams the aircraft industry, the military

industries, all the scientific institutions. We are building oup

own tank, which is a very good tank. We have built the Kflr, which

'is not one hundred percent ours, but it Is a very Interesting

technology, a very good airplane.

And the big question now is, are we going to team together

and do things or not. One thing I want to promise you, and I

want to emphasize. That I shall do my best that everything we

do jointly we shall discuss thoroughly and go deep into the require-

ments, into the technology, into the economics of whatever we have.

I will give you an example. X have gone over the six

contracts in action now. I have also put my mind to those things



that are not In contract* , for instance the future fighter. Are we

going to or are we not going to develop a joint effort on a future

plane. And 1 wouldlike you to know alltha time what 1 think ia

good for us. You must tell me what you chink is required for you.

If the two things match, it is very good. If not, then we say we

would like to develop this for ourselves or «ot, and you say you would

like to develop tills for you or not.

For instance, in the program there are missiles, Short ones.

Cubism, which are your squirement sure than ours. Right or woongT

DR. SUZMAN : It in ours too. It Is a joint requirement.

GEM. WEIZMASHi lor 2t km.

7

DR. SUZMAN i That is the Bolt.

GEM. WEIZMANW: Which is an Iranian requirement

7

DR. SUZMAN] No, it is an Israeli requirement and an Iranian

requirement

.

GEN. TUF/.NIA1I: X dou' t think any of the subjects we dis-

cussed is an individual requirement . for us or for you. In all

objects v:e discussed, you have had some development program or

developed something. You lsnd reached come stage, and then we

agreed in principle to go on together. There are cot individual

dings, where I said I want this or t'nat. Except the 120 to ammuni-

tion.

GEN. WiilZKAlBJ: 1 will give you one example. I went

over the program. Ann on the next stage of the Harpoon, what we
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c»ll the Flower, I an having a discussion with our Davy, and I

an not aura that for our immediate future we need the 200 km.

missile

.

CEN. TUFAH1AH i Do you know, this is a vary advanced thing

and for me thia la a very difficult thing.

CEN. WEIZMANN i Whyl

CEN. TUFANIANi Thia concept of the Flower; it ia a very

difficult thing, because we know chat you cau add the engine of

any missile, but the most important feature of the missiles

ia what la called target acquisition, target identification.

That ia very, very important. Because there are intercontinental

ballistic missiles with very accurate guidai.ee. But for the

tactical field, what ia tore important is the Identification

of the target and acquieitiou. And today we liavo already bought

the_ Harpoon not only for our ship* for our aircraft. The Harpoon

itself ie faced with a difficulty. Already they have delayed

the delivery of the Harpoon to us due to the technical difficulty

they were faced vita.

Of course, thia ia your proposal, your proposal that you are

after such a system. This proposal for us was interesting. This

proposal was interesting for ua. Xou told me that you have a

missile for tnis range, ana supersonice, with some type of system

of target acquisition and identification. That was your proposal.

DR. SIKXAH; l,’e arc developing it. We don't have such a

missile.
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GEN. TUFANIAN) What we agreed ta if you are dahg each a

thing we agree to it. It was your proposal; it was not oura.

GEN. WEIZMANNi I know, sure, this ia our pmpoaal. The

question ia, we are developing it now

—

DR. SUZMANi We are in the early stages of development

of the entire weapon syatam.

GEN. WEIZMANNi So thisis one question I'd like to bring

up in the next few days. Because I am now in a period when I

have to cut budgets, and I am looking into most of the requixe-

mentsof the array, navy and air force. And for the time being,

if I have to decide on priorities, to me the 200 km. missile, the

Flower, is not a top priority. The queation is what are you

and we going to do in 5. 6, 7 or 8 years when the Harpoon will

become an older weapon. Therefore I. think we hpve to discuss

what we are going to do with the Flower project.

GEN. TUFANIAN; I agree to discuss the subject. Of course,

wa also think for the future. And no country has enough money

for defense, no country whatsoever.

GEN. WEIZHANN: Neither Iran?

GEN. TUFANIAN) Neither Iran, nor the U.S. In principle,

we don't want — you know, you mentioned the economy. And the

first day that we joined the Eagdad Fact I was a colonel. It was

the first time I had an audience with Eis Kajesty. The Chief

Supreme Commander was present with his plan to His Majesty.
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So many traored divisions, etc., etc. When His Majest- looked

at him, lie said to the Chief Supreme Commander : Do yo know,

bankruptcy Is worse than defeat. This Is the concept c His

Majesty. So we also are thinking of the economy and dcense to-

gether. His Majesty thinks of economy and defense topeher.

GEN. WEIZMANN : The same thing here.

GEN. TUFANIANi And we don’t want to waste our bust. But

In principle we think that we have to develop — you se this Is

our country (pointing to map) , do you know that from bre the

Russian units are here and It goes down and around to -he Persian

Gulf. So wehave to know what is going on here, If we <ant to

sell our oil and develop a healthy economy, to improve the life

of our people.

GEN. WEIZMANN i I fully agree wlthyou and we are i-oklng at

the economy. That 1 s why we developed an aircraft lncstry and

a military Industry.

GEN. TUFANIANs So If we discuss something that lr not good

for the economy, we are not going to go after it.

GEN. WEIZMANN : What I suggest Is that with the gc«l people

of Prof. Suzman and the aircraft industry, I would 11s the proble

of the Flower looked Into. For me now as Minister of lafense, the

Flower la a question mark. Perhaps we should carry or the develop

ment in a slightly different configuration. Because : have to
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decide on streamlining a little bit.

GEN. TUFANIAN i In principle, in the Mediterranean— we hope

you will keep peace, but If something ever happens, It is always

the Navy that is very Important . I don't know. We have to

discuss It.

GEN. WEIZMANN: So will youdiscuss itf <to Prof. Suzman).

Because I have gone Into it, and the Foreign Minister, who la an

ex-Defense Minister, al#o will discuss with you airplanes, missiles

etc. So X want you to know beforeyou go to him that I have my

doubts about this missile, and I'd like to discusa It. Perhaps

we will come to a conclusion that maybe we will want only 150

km. I want to re-study the requirements of thls/hisslle.

GEN. TUFANIAN: That is very good. Based on the tactics and

strategy and the situation.

GEN. WEIZMANN: Otherwise, I think In the other five projects

there are no problems at all. And there Is no problem about

this project. I started the problem. And they sometimes — you

know, it la very difficult to get used to a new minister and

they are getting used to it. It's all right.

GEN. TUFANIAN: In principle, I think that first of all you

are not new. And then when you are in the political game it

is one thing: when you sit in the chair it Is another thing.

GEN. WEIZMANN: But one thing you know, onceyou are an

air force man, you are always an air force man: once a pilot,

always a pilot. So perhaps I am looking at the Flower from an
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air force point of view.

GEN. TUFANIANi X have a blue uniform but my responsibility

Is not only the blue uniform. I look to all the services the

same.

You know, in principle we should have a political assurance

in the area. Then we shall be able to expand our cooperation.

This agreement was made with the past administration. With the

new administration we became at the beginning to some extent

hesitant. Because we cannot develop a threat to our security.

GEN. WEIZMANN: You want to know that we aredoing our best

to achieve peace. I get you.

GEN. TUFANIAN: Not only achieve peace. We want to have an

assurance that really war — and you can do it, we are sure you

can do It -^^fie judgement of the world is thatyou want peace.

And we haveno doubt if it is peace you can live better. The

world should judge who wants war. You don't want it.

GEN. WEIZMANN: I think that tomorrow evening you will be

more content and calm. We are having dinner together tomorrow

evening, we shall listen to the radio, and before the dinner

is over we shall have a first impression, or at the latest,

Wednesday morning. When are you leaving?

GEN. TUFANIAN: Wednesday afternoon.

HR. LUBRANI: YOu will be having a meeting with the General

on Wednesday afternoon.
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GEN. TUFANIAN t In principle, I Invite you to Iran also and

will report to His Majesty. You taven't seen him for a long time.

GEN. WEIZMAHHt I'd like to come over. Any time you tall me,

I will be over in 24 hours, even less.

MR, LUBRANI i Don't do that to me. We need some time to

prepare.

GEN. WEIZMANN: I sincerely think -- we were a small committee

that prepared and planned the ideas for the Prime Minister before

he left - the Prime Minister, Dyan and myself. And Mr. Begin is

a different gentleuan than let's say Mr. Rabfci or Shimon Perea, who

was not a prime minister but very active in ideas towards achieving

an understanding with the Arabs, or Golda Melr. Mr. Begin is

a different type of gentleman in his technique. And I believe,

knowing what he is going to tell Mr. Carter tomorrow — at least

I hope I know, he might come cut with something I don* t know,

which can happen with prime ministers you know — I am sure, well

I can't say I am sure, but I have a feeling, I am confident that

there will be an understanding between the President and our

Prime Minister. How soon this will make things more open for

negotiations with the Egyptians, the Syrians, Jordanians, it is

very difficult to assess now.

You know, Just as well as I do, that Egypt Is different from

Syria, that Iraq is different to Saudi Arabia, and so on. And

you know Just as well as I do, what is happening now within the
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Arab countries. What is hajening in Syria now, instigated by Iraq,

the internal problems of Egypt, the peculiar behavior of Gaddafi,

the uniqueness of Saudi Arabia in its attitude, King Hussein.

They are all Arabs, but in many respects they an» different.

If we could have — which is highly wishful thinking -- a separate

talk with the Egyptians, I am sure we could go a long way with

them. I can tell you, arid you will probably hear it tomorrow,

that one of the parte in the presentation of our ideas is that

the Sinai from a territorial point of view is much more negotiable

than other parts. And it is not only because theEgyptians are

more pleasant, and I think the Egyptians are more pleasant people

than for Instance the Iraqis. I have lived in Egypt for two years

on and off when I was in the Royal Air Force, \and if there is

something I really hope to be able to do, it’ si to go to Cairo and

Alexandria as we used to when I was a young man. I drove a car

to Cairo four times in my life there and back.

So it is also very dependent on the attitude in the Arab

countries. And again there is a different attitude in Egypt,

a different attitude in Jordan, there is a different attitude

in Syria. I don't think it is an easy thing to achieve peace.

I think (hat it will be relatively easy to convince others that

we want peace. The question is what sort of arrangement and

bow to achieve it. On this we will be much wiser tomorrow.

After Mr. Begin sees Carter, I think Mr. Vance will probably

Corae here and then Mr. Dayan will go to Washington. And I think
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he will be the most successful Foreign Minister wa ever had. And

X think it was a very clever move of ray Prime Minister to recruit

Byan into the government. Because he is a respected gentleman,

he is a renown personality and the most important thing, he la

a wise man. Ha cali
equite a pirate, quite a boy, but he is a

wise man. Therefore 1 hope that with the ideas of Begin, of

Dayan, of the rest of the Ministers -- I infend going to Washing-

ton sometime before the end of 1977, to the Pentagon — I think

the feeling in the next few weeks will be more favorable to the

problem that is pressing you, which I can understand. We talked

yesterday and we estimated roughly that the attitude will be

first of all we want to know whatls happening In the Middle East

before we go building airplanes together. So I understand. I

hope we will prove to the vorld that what we want is really

peace and quiet. One of our great generals is now the Minister

of AGriculture, General Sharon.

GEM. TOPANIAN: Yea, 1 know him.

GEN. WEIZMANN: He is growing vegetables Instead of shooting

at the eicray. This is a great advance towards peace.

GEN. TOFANIAN: You know, in principle, we think peace Is

In the Interest of everyone. We realise the difficulty. We are

not Arab, but we know Arabs. Lately some people from Iraq were

in Teheran. We made some type of agreement together. But in

principle, we know each other very well, and we know the Arabs

very well. And then the most important thing is really our big
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neighbor, Russia. Their Him has never changed. This Is to come

to all these vsters. We are obliged to develop some type of
deterrent force.

GKN. WEIZMANN: You will see the firing tomorrow. Unfortunately,

I can't Join you. I wanted to but I am going down to the Sinai

because the Egyptians are returning 19 bodies tomorrow. So

with your permission, 1 will excuse myself and won't be with you.

But you will enjoy It. It Is a very Impressive piece of machinery.

1 hope the firing la succesaful. And I think that for you It la

a very Important thing. And it glvesyou a completely different

environment. We have It, as you know. In various ways of launching,

whether rigid or mobile, etc. We started working on It In 1962.

GEN. TUFANIAH: There Is something started in India. What

is your information about that?

GEN. UEIZMANN: The Indians are very careful with us, aren't

they?

MR. BE11 YOSEF: They are, but we can find out.

GEN. TURANIAN? : The Indians Btarted something, with the

French.

MR. BEN YOSEF: WehaveAoraething about the French with the

Iraqis, but we didn't know about the Indians.

GEN. TUFANIAH: Do you think the French will start with Iraq

in this field?

Mr. BEK YOSEF: Itis a possibility.

DR. SUZMAN: They will start with anyone that will pay them.
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GEK. WEIZMANN: He hav information that they are going ov—
there to build a reactor.

GEN. TUFANIAN: Atomic, yea. But in principle, the famll=

of surface to surface missiles that they have is the Plutoon.

MR. BEN YOSEF: It is a posslbllty that one must takeinto

account.

GEH. WEIZMANN: All missiles can carry an atomic head, aU_-

missiles can carry a conventional head. They can carry all son :

of peculiar heads. Our Is 750 kg.

GEE. TUFANIAN: And the Indians started to make something

with a 600 kg. warhead.

GEN. IEIZMANN: Fair enough. Tliutwill carry a conventional

head.

DR. SUZMAN: It will protahb also carry nuclear weapons.

GEN. WEIZMANN J The worst thing that can happen to this

area is when everyone starts playing with atomic weapons the

Iraqis, Gaddafi, and the Egyptians — and this can be in less

than ten years. Ana the French will sell anything to anybody.

GEN. TURANIAN: Yes, they will Sell anything but it will

not work in the end.

DR. SUZMAN: I wouldnjt count on it. It may work and if i:

does it is very dangerous.

MR. LUBRAN1: The General has a very poor opinion of Frenc:

equipment.
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GEN. WEIZMANNs Ye*, he 1* quite right. But we improved their

equipment. But you will see the missile tomorrow.

DR. SUZMANi Even the missile is originally a French missile.

GEN. TUFANIAN: Yes, X think the French started the same thing

with you and with Pakistan.

GEN. WEIZMANNs We started when Abdul Nasser fired his Zaphar

—

MR. BEN YOSEF: He didn't fire it. He demonstrated it but

with no firing, in July 1962.

GEN. WEIZMANNs And we convened a meeting at 12 midnight.

1 was Air Force Commander , Shimon was Deputy Defense Minister,

and everyone got into a panic.

GEN. TUFANIAN: I don't think those Egyptian missiles erer

flew.

GEN. WEIZMANNs HO, but this helped develop the missile you

are going to see tomorrow.

MR. LUBRANI t And if I may say so, the General told me that

it was the first news about the Scud in Iraq that raised the

red beacon.

GEN. WEIZMANNs You must hava a ground to sound missile. A

country like yours, with F-lAs, with so many F-4s, with the

problems surrounding you, with a good missile force, a clever and

wise one — we have been at it in Israel now, in the country itself,

for about 7 or 8 years. I mean the present missile. The Luz was

the forefather of the Gabriel. Not the one in Aviation Week.
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GEN. TUFANIAN: What is that in Aviation Week?

GEN. WE1ZMANN: When it is serious, I will tell you and I

will say: Geneeal, let's go together on it. But first I want to

be one hundred per cent sure. X am not sure yet. But 20 years

ago we had a small missile we called Luz, and this is the fore-

father of the Gabriel. We started it as a ground to ground

missile for 25 km., fired off a command car. We used to go to

the Negev to fire it. Once we took Ben Curlon to see it fire.

DP.. SUZMAN: We spent over a billion dollars in developing

our missile capability.

GEN. WEI2MAHN: Air to air, ground to sound. We never went

into ground to air. We tried once, to develop the R^efrix like

the Shapperel

.

DR. SUZMAN: We are still playing aroud with the idea.

GEN. WEIZMANN: I have to go now to make a apeech to 2,000

officers of the Air Force. Today it ia Air Force Day.

GEN. TUFANIAN: I, saw in the paper that the Commander o fthe

Air Force gave a good apeech to them.

GEN. WEIZMANN: Do you know General Peled?

GEN. TUFAHIAN: Yes.

GEN. WEIZMANN: You will see him tomorrow night at dinner.

I want you to luiow he is changing his command in two or three

months' time and you will meet the new commander tomorrow. He

flew Oruganu with me in the 1956 campaign and then he commanded

the squadron in the 1967 war ond now he is an aeronautical engineer.
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Z am lorry about tomorrow, but you are In the good hands of

my ftlends. Whenever you decide you want to develop things to-

gether, you need It, we need it — ve will be much wiser tomorrow

after, as I nail it, the B and C meeting, the Beg|.n - Carter meeting.

GEN. TUFANIAN i I think ve are the only two countries in

the region that can depend on each other. Because 14ok at

Pakistan. And this morning I landed in Ankara, and there is

no government there still. And Iraq, we know what they are doing,

an arsenal of Kuasla. You have two Rubelan arsenals - Gaddafi

and Iraq. And wehave Iraq as an arsenal of Russia, and not only

an arsenal. They are coming down. They want to come to the

Persian Gulf.

GEN. WEIZKANNi I'd like to get a MIG-23 or 25. Remember

when we got the MIG-21 eleven years agoT

GEN. TUFANIAN i I tried to get it from Egypt, but I couldn't,

(laughter)

.

HR. LUBRANI: You mean a 23T

GEN. TUFANIAN > Yes, a 23, The MIG-25 they returned back.

Have you found out any information about the MIG-23?

GEN. WEIZMANN: I think we have. Will you get for the

General from the Air Force anything about the MIG-23? Any intelli-

gence you want, let me know. YOu want us to start looking into

the eubject of India?

GEN. TUFANIAN: That was a subject Hie Majesty raised. He

mentioned that the Indians havedeveloped or are going to develop
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a surface to surface missile with a 600 kg. warhead.

MR. LUBEAKIi With the French?

GEN. TUFANIAN : Yes, with the French. Usually they are

Interested In us also.

GEN. WEIZMANNi Good. Gened. , anything you want, ask these

gentlemen.

(Meeting adjourned at 3:30 ).


